Software Toolsets for Rapid Scoring and Analysis of EEG Data
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Seizure Tools

• Recording of electroencephalograph (EEG) and electromyograph (EMG) activity is
necessary for accurate determination of seizure episodes and sleep/wake states
(Figure 1).
• Recordings from a single animal can span days or weeks and sampling rates can
range as high as 2,000 Hz for a single channel of EEG data.

Threshold Scoring
• The Threshold Scoring Toolkit uses power
analysis to create scoring rule sets based
on adjustable power boundaries in one or
more channels of data. Epochs having
spectral characteristics falling within those
boundaries are automatically scored
according the user-defined rules (Figure 7).

EMG power (150 – 200 Hz)

• A majority of researchers still rely on human intervention for accurate interpretation of
seizure events or sleep/wake state epoch scoring.

Figure 6: Cluster scoring used to determine wake
(yellow), NREM sleep (blue) and REM sleep (red)

• Scoring and analysis of long EEG datasets is very resource intensive, creating a
hindrance to large-scale projects.
• To help streamline data analysis, we have developed software toolsets for rapid
scoring and analysis of EEG-based data.
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Seizure Detection Toolset

Introduction

Figure 2: Seizure recording with integrated, synchronized video playback
2000 µV

• The Cluster Scoring Toolkit provides a
semi-automated process for rapidly
scoring similar epochs of sleep/wake
data based on power analysis plots.
Cluster of epochs with similar power
spectral characteristics can be scored
by drawing polygons around userdefined groups (Figure 6).

Figure 7: Threshold scoring showing rule set for NREM sleep

Sleep Stage Analysis
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• The Sleep Stage Analysis Toolkit
provides instantaneous calculations
of sleep stage times & percentages
and
individual
sleep
bout
breakouts. Data can be segregated
by light and dark time periods as
well as multiple 24 hour segments.
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Figure 1: Example of EEG data showing a seizure event (top) and a sleep/wake transition (bottom)

Software Description

Figure 8: Summary scores and bout analysis for sleep data

• Large variations in EEG waveforms are found between animals due to such
parameters as screw placement, brain morphology and animal size.
• The toolkits include detailed power spectral analysis with adjustable Hanning and
Hamming windows along with customizable power band selection for all channels.
Once power spectra have been calculated for a specific dataset, colorized heat maps
and power frequency plots are available to the researcher.
• For seizure data analysis, rapid identification of seizures within large datasets is
accomplished based on parameters such as seizure length, specific frequency, root
mean squared (RMS) power and line length. Identified seizure events can further be
classified using embedded video and rated using standard Racine’s Scale
parameters. After identification has been completed, aggregated seizure events are
analyzed according to number, severity, frequency, and circadian distribution over
user-defined periods and adjustable for light/dark cycles. Individual seizure events
can be isolated and exported as .avi video clips for use in presentations and papers.

• All calculations can be exported
to ASCII text files for use with 3rd
party analysis
software.
Figure 3: Seizure detection tools

Testing
• Seizure detection was preformed using
RMS power and line length analysis
separately on five individual mouse data
files. All files were compared to an
expert’s analysis (Figure 4).

• For sleep data, rapid scoring of large datasets is accomplished with cluster-based
and threshold-based scoring tools. After scoring, sleep data can be automatically
analyzed into time, percentage and individual bouts over user-defined periods using
adjustable light/dark cycles. Hypnogram plotting in conjunction with individual FFT
bands provides further visual tools for examining sleep architecture and spectral
power activity. The toolset supports multiple-users scoring the same dataset and
allows for direct comparison between users and the ability to directly jump to
differently-scored epochs for training purposes.
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Figure 9: Graphical breakdown of sleep time
calculations

Conclusions
• A combination of cluster, threshold
and manual scoring tools were used
by four scorers to separately score
three different mouse data files. All
files were compared to the expert
scorer for agreement (Figure 5).

• These software packages provide comprehensive toolsets for analysis and evaluation
of EEG and EMG data.
• Tools for automated seizure detection can be used for rapid identification of seizure
events within large-scale datasets.
• Semi-automated tools for sleep data scoring allow users to quickly and accurately
classify long periods (days-weeks) of EEG data into WAKE, NREM or REM sleep.
• Automated summary analysis tools provide researchers with rapid assessments of
their data in both graphical and ASCII formatted outputs.

Support
Figure 4: Seizure detection compared to manual scoring

Figure 5: Cluster and Threshold scoring compared
to manual scoring
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